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Definition of resilience
The need to understand and enhance the protection of the United States critical infrastructure has
been a national focus since the President’s Commission on Critical Infrastructure Protection was
established in 1996 (President’s Commission on Critical Infrastructure Protection, 1997). Although
resilience has been defined and studied in several fields (e.g., ecology, social science, economy, and
computing) since the 1970s, it is only recently that this concept is used in homeland security for the
management of critical infrastructure systems.
In 2011 and 2013, the release of Presidential Policy Directive (PPD)-8 on National Preparedness and
PPD-21 on Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience expanded on the importance of
understanding the resilience of citizens, communities, and critical infrastructure. PPD-8 aimed at
strengthening the security and resilience of the United States by directing the development of a
national preparedness goal that identifies the core capabilities necessary for preparedness and a
national preparedness system to guide activities that will enable the resilience enhancement of the
nation (DHS, 2011). PPD-21 is more specific to critical infrastructure because it establishes the roles
and responsibilities of the Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to strengthen
the security and resilience of all 16 critical infrastructure sectors. PPD-21 specifically calls for
operational and strategic analysis to inform planning and operational decisions regarding critical
infrastructure and to recommend resilience enhancement measures (The White House, 2013).
Following the work conducted by the National Infrastructure Advisory Council (NIAC, 2009) (NIAC,
2010) and the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (The National Academies,
2012), PPD-21 defined critical infrastructure resilience as “the ability to prepare for and adapt to
changing conditions and withstand and recover rapidly from disruptions.” (The White House, 2013)
Resilience is therefore about the change of state of the infrastructure system and integrates the
system’s capability to adapt and transform its operations to deal with stresses and maintain an
acceptable level of functioning. Assessing resilience requires to consider the evolution of the state of
the infrastructure system over time, and to determine both the amount by which the activity/wellbeing declines and the amount of time required to return to the pre-event level of operations or to a
new level of equilibrium. Therefore, elements characterizing the capabilities of the infrastructure
systems both before (i.e., anticipation, resistance, and absorption) and after (i.e., response,
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adaptation, and recovery) an adverse event occurs are important to consider in resilience definition
and strategies.
The 2013 edition of the National Infrastructure Protection Plan followed PPD-21 and reinforced the
need to “enhance critical infrastructure resilience by minimizing the adverse consequences of
incidents through advance planning and mitigation efforts, and employing effective responses to
save lives and ensure the rapid recovery of essential services” (DHS, 2013).
These strategy documents are completed by government agencies’ strategic plans that
operationalize the consideration of both security and resilience measures in risk management
approaches. DHS has developed several of these plans. The DHS Office of Infrastructure Protection
(IP) Strategic Plan 2012–2016 establishes the goals for the DHS IP to improve risk management
activities and enhance resilience through better understanding of critical assets, systems, and
networks’ operations (DHS, 2012).
In 2015, the DHS developed the National Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience Research and
Development Plan (CSIR) to guide prioritization of research and development efforts within DHS.
Among the tenets articulated for the CISR, is that “[m]etrics, standard methods of assessment, and
baselines must continue to be developed and refined to effectively measure resilience” (DHS, 2015).
DHS has also developed specific programs, such as the Regional Resiliency Assessment Program
(RRAP), to address the objectives of its strategic plans. RRAP is an interagency and cooperative
assessment of specific critical infrastructure within a designated geographic area (DHS, 2017). RRAP
projects are initiated to respond to stakeholders’ requirements. Some RRAPs specifically analyze
infrastructure systems and propose resilience enhancement options and operational alternatives to
reinforce the robustness of critical infrastructure.
Critical Infrastructure are complex networks mandated to provide resources and services that
support the functioning of a socio-economic society and to satisfy its basic needs. Thus, it is
necessary to keep these systems operational both on a daily basis and in time of emergencies.
Resilience strategies represent a shift in traditional risk and emergency management perspectives
from attempting to control changes in systems that are assumed to be stable, to sustaining and
enhancing the capacity of socio-technical systems to adapt to uncertainty and emerging threats.
Ultimately, the main goal of resilience strategies is to enable decision-makers to make informed
choices that will result in cost-effective reductions in the level and duration of consequences
associated with the range of potential natural and man-made threats. When risk management
strategies focus more on enhancing the protection of critical infrastructure to probable hazards,
resilience strategies seek more specifically to promote business continuity and continuity of
operations to enhance infrastructure systems’ emergency management capabilities to cope with
unanticipated threats (i.e., the famous black swan events).
In the last 20 years, U.S. policies addressing critical infrastructure evolved from privileging risk
management approaches focusing on protection against man-made threats to all-hazard approaches
considering both security and resilience management strategies.
Even if the concept of resilience is defined in national policies, discussions are still ongoing about the
resilience components, the relationship between risk and resilience, and the characterization of
resilience metrics. One of the main concerns is the absence of industry or government initiative to
develop a consensus on or to implement standardized assessment approaches (DOE, 2017). To
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address this issue for the energy sector, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) developed the DOE
Grid Modernization Laboratory Consortium (GMLC) with the objective to help shape the future of
the electric grid and ensure its protection and resilience (DOE, 2018). Among all initiatives conducted
by the GMLC, one project specifically addresses the development and application of analysis metrics
(i.e., reliability, resilience, sustainability, flexibility, affordability, and security) for assessing the
evolving state of the U.S. electricity system and monitoring progress in modernizing the electric grid
(GMLC, 2017).
Resilience: A component of risk management
Over the ages, traditional approaches of critical infrastructure protection have focused mainly on the
consideration of consequences and vulnerability to man-made hazards. However, methods used to
define and analyze risk are constantly evolving. This evolution of homeland security from protection
to the resilience of the Nation and its critical infrastructure raises a question about the relationship
between risk and resilience.
Risk is traditionally defined as a function of three elements: the threats to which an asset is
susceptible, the vulnerabilities of the asset to the threat, and the consequences potentially
generated by the degradation of the asset. If risk is a function of threats and hazards, vulnerabilities,
and consequences, the challenge is to define where and how resilience fits into the determination of
risk? The answer to this question is difficult yet important because it supports the development of
risk and resilience assessment methodologies.
As identified in national policies, such as the 2013 National Infrastructure Protection Plan, (DHS,
2013) risk management includes resilience, as well as promoting an all-hazards approach that
integrates man-made threats and natural hazards. This evolution constitutes a major change of
paradigm in terms of homeland security. Ways to assess risk to critical infrastructure have evolved,
from methods that were based only on protective measures and vulnerability, to methods that
integrate resilience.
In order to manage critical infrastructure effectively from a “risk perspective,” it is necessary to form
an approach that is not based exclusively on protection and prevention. Risk and emergency
management must include a balance between preparedness, mitigation, response, and recovery.
The progression of risk management for critical infrastructure must consist of an evolution and
incorporation of resilience and service continuity, a more comprehensive involvement of all
stakeholders (including the public) based on strong information sharing, and training and education
processes that includes the effects from infrastructure interdependencies.
Even if in recent homeland security policies and business standards, resilience concepts are included
in risk management strategies, a distinction can be made between strategies seeking to eliminate or
transfer the risk and strategies seeking to maintain critical infrastructure operations. The first type of
strategies, usually named risk management strategies, tries to eliminate negative consequences by
implementing protection measures that reduce threats and vulnerabilities. The second type of
strategies tries to maintain consequences at an acceptable level by implementing preparedness,
mitigation, response, and recovery measures. In general, protective measures are specific to a threat
type and they obviously require knowing the threat.
Resilience measures, on the other hand, can be specific to a given threat or can be general to apply
to not yet identified threats. When, for protective measures, failure is not an option, resilience
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measures require to envision failure as being possible and to implement capabilities that will allow
the system to react, adapt, and potentially transform. Resilience strategies require flexibility that can
be supported by strong collaboration and information sharing mechanisms, but also by the
development of business continuity and emergency management planning and exercises.
Risk management and resilience management strategies are inseparable and complementary. Risk
management strategies are implemented to mitigate known threats and resilience management
strategies are implemented in case the protection measures are not sufficient to prevent negative
consequences resulting from known or unknown threats. Comparing the costs of risk management
or resilience management strategies is difficult. It depends on so many factors including the difficulty
to define the return on investment and to prove that the absence or limitation of critical
infrastructure dysfunctions result from the implementation of management strategies.
Implementing resilience strategies requires changing traditional risk management approaches to
consider both known and unknown hazards, and to base the assessments on critical infrastructure
capabilities to cope with unidentified low probability high impact events. It is therefore difficult to
justify investments and define resulting return on investments when the threats and their
consequences are by definition unknown.
However, developing resilience management strategies to enhance the flexibility and adaptability of
critical infrastructure systems is always beneficial to maintain the systems’ operations at an
acceptable level and this whatever the type and importance of threat or hazard.
Resilience strategies to reduce undesired consequences
Comprehensive risk and resilience management strategies require collaborative and
multidisciplinary approaches to combine social, economic, and technical points of view to fully
elucidate the full range of influences acting upon an organisation, from the individual asset to the
system level. This requires combining social and system engineering methodologies to inform multiorganisational decision-making and prioritize activities to reduce consequences duration and
importance, and therefore maintain acceptable levels of critical infrastructure operations.
The next generation of resilience management methodologies needs to be developed at a regional
level. The tendency for critical infrastructure to be managed and regulated in isolation from one
another hampers the understanding of challenges arising from interdependencies. Resilience
management approaches need to move beyond developing business continuity and emergency
management plans that focus mainly on facilities and assets, to developing plans that consider
regional resilience management capabilities and integrate elements that may be outside of one
organization’s control. It is not sufficient to have generators, fuel storage, and refueling priority to
prepare for a power outage. Enhancing the protection and resilience of critical infrastructure
requires the promotion of regional coordination, the definition of restoration priority, and the
reallocation of resources to limit consequences and channel potential cascading failures. Critical
infrastructure should determine which of their missions, functions, and assets are critically
dependent on the services or resources provided by other organizations.
After prioritizing their operations, critical infrastructure should organize collaborative and secure
exchanges with their suppliers and regional emergency managers to coordinate decision-making and
achieve the greatest benefit for the most critical needs. The definition of an acceptable level of
consequences is the first potential drawback for implementing resilience but also risk management
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strategies. Conceptually (and before an event), it is relatively easy to decide to prioritize response
and recovery activities, and to decide to channel the consequences resulting from cascading and
escalating failures. The reality may be different when the adverse event occurs. The main challenge
is to define the risk ownership and to decide who will deal with the consequences, but also to prove
that the actions taken will be beneficial for most (if not all) stakeholders.
The second potential drawback is directly related to the need of regional coordination that requires
developing collaborative approaches and information sharing mechanisms. Communication is an
important, and too often forgotten, phase of risk management. A process for improving the
protection and resilience of critical infrastructure cannot be effective without considering the
several stakeholders involved in critical infrastructure management and regional emergency
management, including the public.
In risk management, it is always difficult to define what information must be communicated, to
whom, and how. The development of processes that maintain a balance between protecting
sensitive information (from a business and/or national security perspective) and providing
emergency managers with necessary information continue to be a challenge.
Understanding regional security and safety capabilities is beneficial for harmonizing resilience
strategies. However, an intelligent adversary can also use this information to exploit existing
weaknesses. Identifying and admitting that your system can fail can also generate a loss of public
confidence and affect critical infrastructure business activities. The difficulty to define what
consequences are acceptable and what and how information should be shared can be addressed by
building a trusted environment to promote a sustainable development culture based on education
and training. The development of trust must be supported by mechanisms to operationalize
standards and policies promoting collaborative approaches and partnerships between critical
infrastructure owners/operators and government representatives. Furthermore, the objective of
resilience management strategies is to complement risk management strategies, which primarily
address threats and vulnerabilities, by promoting flexible and adaptive approaches to further reduce
undesired consequences.
Resilience is a subset of risk specifically influencing the level of consequences resulting from
detrimental events. Therefore, the implementation of resilience strategies is generally beneficial to
decrease risk levels. However, all components of risk (i.e., threat, vulnerability, resilience, and
consequence) are interdependent. For example, vulnerability and resilience are strongly related to
the state of the system considered. Consequently, implementation of resilience strategies can affect
the vulnerability levels. Resilience strategies are based on information sharing of vulnerabilities,
protection and resilience measures, and regional capabilities, to lower the duration and importance
of negative consequences. This can create additional vulnerabilities and therefore increase risk levels
if this sensitive information is not protected and accessed by malicious people.
Integrating critical infrastructure interdependencies in resilience management strategies
Assuring critical infrastructure continuity of operations requires to consider the complexity of their
organization but also to understand the diversity of threats they could face. Critical infrastructure
assets are part of a “system of systems” and cannot be considered independently of their operating
environment.
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As described by Rinaldi, Peerenboom, & Kelly (2001): “it is clearly impossible to adequately analyze
or understand the behavior of a given infrastructure in isolation from the environment or other
infrastructures”. These interconnections mean that disruption or failure of one element can lead to
cascading failures in others. Interdependencies among infrastructure systems can result in important
economic and physical damage on a citywide, regional, or even national or international scale. A
critical infrastructure is thus in constant interaction with its environment, using and transforming
inputs (i.e., critical services and resources) from the environment in order to provide outputs to the
same environment. Several elements of its environment may directly affect the operations of a
critical infrastructure, including economic and business opportunities and concerns, public policy,
government investment decisions, legal and regulatory concerns, technical and security issues, social
and political concerns, and public health and safety. (Rinaldi, Peerenboom, & Kelly, 2001)
The modern society faces an ongoing challenge of maintaining critical infrastructure performance
and avoiding significant damage caused by extreme weather events (e.g. floods, earthquakes,
hurricanes), manmade events (e.g., malevolence, terrorism), and aging equipment. As these events
continue to increase in both frequency and intensity, the efforts of owners and operators to
enhance the resilience of their systems are more crucial than ever. New technologies increase the
complexity of assessing the resilience and security of critical infrastructure and the whole society. As
a consequence, interdependency relationships among critical infrastructure assets and emerging
threats must be characterized to anticipate how a change in these connections could affect critical
infrastructure operations.
Based on the anticipation of what could constitute the future operating environment of critical
infrastructure systems, the implementation of resilience strategies, by promoting coordination and
collaboration at regional level, will help defining how critical infrastructure should modify (i.e., adapt
or transform) their operations. Several approaches exist for defining security and resilience metrics
but holistic risk and resilience assessments must go beyond traditional assessment approaches to
integrate currently unknown threats in order to improve sustainability of today’s complex global
systems (i.e., business, technology, society).
While organizational resilience and business continuity standards already exist, there is still a need
to find new ways to anticipate and be prepared for emerging and hybrid threats but also to
institutionalize security and resilience more holistically both nationally and internationally. Building
codes and standards need to be enhanced to better integrate the concepts of resilience, define
common terminology and protocols, propose indicators to compare and benchmark practices.
Standardization approaches cannot be sectorial; it is necessary to emphasize community-scale issues
in standardizing an approach to critical infrastructure and community resilience. Resilience
standards should propose procedures for early recognition/identification and monitoring of
emerging risks, and assessment framework for managing these new risks.
The challenge is to go beyond traditional risk management approaches based on historical data and
to design critical infrastructure systems that will be adapted to their future socio-ecological
environment and that will respond to current and future population needs.
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